
0:01  
[Music]  
0:08  
[Music]  
0:16  
all right uh this evening we are going to begin uh a series of three-part series now  
0:21  
don't be fooled by the title uh that i have chosen for this particular series  
0:27  
called shalom in the home and you can put that title series up there there we go shalom in the 
home how many would  
0:33  
like shalom in your home it doesn't necessarily mean your exact house  
0:39  
your home is is your temple you are the temple of the ruach hakodesh the holy spirit so you  
0:45  
are a home if you're a home who lives in your home did you know the aleph bet lives in your  
0:51  
home if you are a believer in hebrew aleph is the first letter of the hebrew bible bible and it 
means in  
0:58  
its pictograph form the the strength of the ox the strength basically the leader  
1:04  
okay the strength of the leader which is the strength of an ox and the next letter bait uh means 
house  
1:10  
and so the strength of the house is the entire alphabet and amazing when  
1:16  
you put aleph and bait together is the word father it's the word abba okay and uh  
1:23  
and my little baby calls me abba it's the cutest thing in the world to hear your baby when you 
come home say abba  
1:30  
abba it immediately reminds me of way i am supposed to act when i come into my  
1:35  
father's house i am supposed to be crying out for my abba to teach me and  
1:40  
to bring shalom into my home someone just came up to me just a moment ago and uh man i'm 
just having uh trouble in  
1:46  
my in my spiritual uh life i'm i'm i'm you know i'm so high strong in different  
1:52  
things that i i feel like i have to crash and i said well no no spiritual life is  
1:57  
all about shalom you need to ask the father for shalom because shalom is the is a concept that 
goes far beyond peace  



2:06  
and tranquility and we're going to talk about how to get into that that that atmosphere of shalom  
2:13  
in your temple whether you are single whether you are married or whether you  
2:18  
used to be married every one of you are already married to the bridegroom yeshua the messiah 
and so  
2:25  
all of the concepts that we're going to be talking about this evening now and and in the next part 
of the series are  
2:31  
relative to every single one of you so uh you know in in one way months ago  
2:36  
we talked about possibly having a marriage conference a hebraic marriage conference where i 
would present these  
2:41  
things uh and and i've done this already once before in some parts i've changed up quite a bit of it 
uh but the father  
2:49  
said no i don't want to do that because you're segregating all of my people into different 
categories of single and  
2:55  
married and divorced and widowed and so on and so forth and children and teenagers these are 
my concepts for  
3:02  
everybody it just so happens that those that are married will will will be able to fully appreciate 
some of the depth  
3:10  
that i'm going to go into uh you'll be able to laugh a lot at some of the things that happen because 
and by  
3:16  
the way wives when your husband laughs he's not laughing at you okay and husbands when your 
wife laughs she's not  
3:23  
laughing at you because some of the things that we do are funny they're just not funny at the time  
3:29  
okay and so we're going to be talking and making some light of different issues and things that 
we deal with but  
3:35  
when in our spiritual lives every concept i'm going to be talking about is relative okay if you are 
of age uh and  
3:43  
you are desiring to uh find a mate um first of all first rule and finding a maid is  
3:49  
don't look for one because you will always choose the wrong  
3:54  



one because you'll be looking with your eyes open what you should be doing is looking with 
your eyes closed  
4:02  
okay as you begin to pray abba begins to do what he does and you will run into the one that he 
wants and you'll open  
4:08  
your eyes and you'll go wow that's the person how did they get here i don't know but will you be 
mine  
4:15  
and like mr rogers says won't you be my neighbor and then you sit on the couch and take your 
socks off anyway  
4:22  
so let's begin shalom and home part one what is the purpose of marriage if you're single i want 
you to take every  
4:28  
one of these concepts and put them into your personal relationship with the father and you'll see 
some incredible parallels because everything that we do  
4:34  
on earth is connected to what happens in the shaman in the heavens okay and so if we  
4:41  
recognize the purpose of marriage on earth you will recognize the purpose of how you're 
supposed to relate to your  
4:47  
abba because it's all the same yahweh understands that we're children he doesn't want to give us 
all these  
4:54  
different patterns in in formulas uh otherwise we would never understand it why because we're 
all still in  
4:59  
kindergarten the only thing kindergartens understand is what snacks  
5:05  
and crayons that's what we do okay we are snacks and  
5:11  
crayons is what he gives us everything all he asks is please color  
5:19  
in the lines okay so from the very beginning he's trying to send messages if you have  
5:24  
kindergartners or grandkids listen always you should be teaching them with the things that 
they're doing  
5:30  
give them a piece of paper give them a crayon and say stay within the lines and say by the way 
the god of abraham isaac  
5:36  
and jacob tells us adults to do the same thing except those lines are called torah  
5:42  
okay don't color outside the lines or your picture doesn't get put on the  



5:47  
refrigerator at the end of time you didn't know god had a refrigerator now you know  
5:53  
all right here we go what's the purpose of marriage to bring about the full restoration of  
5:59  
the name of yahweh on the earth when i asked this question many times in in large groups if we 
had time i would  
6:05  
get some feedback people say you know to to uh to procreate and have children or to uh to  
6:12  
satisfy yourself uh you know to satisfy one another to be whole  
6:17  
uh to to please god all of those are great answers but the underlying  
6:23  
fundamental foundational answer of why we exist much less what the purpose of marriage is is 
to bring about the full  
6:30  
restoration of the name of yahweh because we learned earlier that the name of the lord yahweh 
yodhaeve  
6:37  
is the characteristics of who he is so in the garden when adam and eve  
6:44  
sinned what happened the name of yahweh was lifted from the garden there was a  
6:50  
separation from the garden so his character was lifted above  
6:56  
into the shamayim above and the shamayim the atmosphere the heavens below uh on  
7:02  
earth were separated by a great chasm same thing in in shield when a man dies  
7:08  
there is a separation there is a chasm remember there is lazarus in the rich man's story at the end 
of time the chasm  
7:14  
is is is is uh uh is the gap is closed  
7:19  
but for now there is a definite separation between man's character  
7:25  
and our name and yahweh's name so everything that we're talking about matter of fact  
7:30  
everything that i have in on the resource table everything in the bible every subject in the bible is 
about this  
7:36  
concept of going back to the garden and restoring yahweh's character okay and so i want to say 
right off the  
7:42  
bat this entire series you're we i am not going to be going into the depths of  



7:47  
the hebrew alphabet i'm not going to be going into the depths of the torah as far as if your 
perspective is concerned  
7:53  
i'm not going to be going into linguistic terms very much i'm going to be talking about the real  
8:00  
depths of yahweh's heart the real depth of yahweh's heart is  
8:06  
love joy peace patience kindness goodness faithfulness gentleness and  
8:12  
self-control that is the fruit of the spirit nowhere in galatians chapter 5 does the  
8:19  
fruit of the spirit say knowledge nowhere  
8:25  
because what you know if not backed up by the nine fruits of the spirit it doesn't matter anyway  
8:32  
so husbands fathers young men we need to learn what it means to truly restore the  
8:37  
name of yahweh on the earth because just understanding the front of the book is not going to 
restore the name of yahweh  
8:43  
on the earth unless we combine it and uniformly synergistically unite the back  
8:49  
of the book with the front of the book when you take the torah and you take the  
8:54  
love that yeshua had of laying down his life and you truly implement that into your life you will 
see your temple  
9:01  
raised from the dead and miracles happen in your life i have seen marriages come back to life  
9:07  
in moments right before my eyes they don't see it but i see it  
9:14  
because faith through works faith through  
9:19  
proved through what we do produces life okay so our point is to bring  
9:24  
restoration of the name of yahweh in the earth what's the purpose of israel  
9:34  
the children of the king the purpose of the children of the king is to bring about the full 
restoration  
9:39  
of the name of yahweh and the earth you see i told you it's the same exact mission it doesn't 
matter who you are  
9:45  
how old you are or whether you're married or not your purpose is to bring about the full 
restoration of the name  



9:51  
of yahweh so we have got to define this we've got to figure out what is the full name of yahweh  
9:57  
yod the right hand power of god okay in ancient pictograph hebrew it is a right  
10:02  
hand that's open it is an open hand of power strength hey revelation vav nail hey revealed or  
10:10  
revelation so what does that yahweh's name really mean the right hand of revelation is the nail  
10:18  
revealed it's all about yeshua someone asked earlier yeshua and yahweh how are they  
10:24  
connected right there in the very name of yahweh in its original form you see the nail covenant 
of yeshua is revealed  
10:30  
yeshua is revealed through the right hand power of yahweh through his right hand that's why 
yeshua is the right hand  
10:38  
sits at the right hand of the father so the two are one how does this work  
10:44  
check this out we see two all over the scriptures the bible says two are better than one  
10:51  
there are two shoulders holding up the one gate into the tabernacle the word  
10:56  
in hebrew there uh in the east gate okay the two sides of the east gate that word  
11:02  
is the same word for shoulders okay i have a a a teaching on this i  
11:07  
think it's called where uh somebody helped me with the name of the  
11:12  
teacher i don't even know the name of my own teaching where the tabernacle and it's made in the 
form of a human and and all of that somebody find the  
11:18  
name of that so i can i can make sure that i i get that right but in any case it's really fascinating 
because the  
11:24  
ancient temple it was in the form of a human being a form of a man and so he uses all the same 
words of a human body  
11:30  
are built into the tabernacle itself the very shoulders holding up the eastern gate  
11:35  
is the word shoulders the very post itself two of them holding up the eastern gate not one  
11:41  
there's two curtains at the tabernacle door and the holy of holies connected as one there's two 
altars operating  
11:47  



together as one the altar of incense and the brazen altar they take the coals from the brazen altar 
bring it into the  
11:54  
altar of incense they work in conjunction together the sacrifice is connected to prayer obedience 
is better  
12:01  
than sacrifice so you have to sacrifice of praise and obedience is connected to prayer and when 
you combine those two  
12:08  
which is the spirit and the truth then it's a holy offering into his nostrils in the holy of holies 
there's  
12:15  
two tablets of stone as one you ever wondered why why is there two tablets of stone did he run 
out of room and say oh  
12:21  
shoot i need to get another rock or is he trying to send a message here that there is two tablets of 
stone  
12:29  
as one covenant which look is in the form of a heart if you ever look at it  
12:34  
and there's ten so you have two tablets ten commandments making up the ten  
12:40  
tribes in the north the two tribes in the south which is twelve all united is one in the shape of a 
heart  
12:48  
you as husband and wife that is what you're supposed to be two united as one supporting the 
covenant as the heart of  
12:55  
yahweh to your children there are in the holy place there are  
13:00  
two stacks of bread six in each stack representing the twelve tribes of israel  
13:05  
united as one bread as the bread of life that the priest ate  
13:14  
two sets of branches coming out of one candlestick  
13:19  
the two caps covering one pillar along the outer wall of the courtyard the court you had all  
13:24  
these pillars it went all the way around as the fence of yahweh as the fence basically the  
13:31  
torah fence that went all the way around the heart of yahweh which is located in the holy of 
holies in the ark of the covenant  
13:36  
and there's two caps a silver and a gold representing man and yeshua  
13:44  
two pillars for each one section of walls so in one section of all you have two pillars  



13:50  
and then you have the wall okay amazingly if you look at it it looks like a taurus girl  
13:57  
amazingly the torah scroll if i had one here i would show it to you is has two  
14:02  
uh scrolls that's really connected by  
14:07  
the vellum which is what's written the torah is written on the animal skin it  
14:12  
is connected with two handles and when they roll it up guess what it's  
14:18  
called that binds that those two together a ring  
14:23  
it is the ring that binds the seemingly two scrolls that come together as one  
14:29  
they come apart to be read and then they come back together as one it's absolutely fascinating 
how it's all  
14:35  
related it's a marriage it's all a covenant because everything that he does in the garden with adam 
and eve coming  
14:41  
together is a picture for how he wants to relate to you a husband and wife together inside the 
confines of marriage  
14:48  
is to explain what and how he relates to his people and how he wants us to relate  
14:54  
to him and even the torah scroll itself it is a picture of marriage  
15:00  
why is there two cherubs that are touching wings as one over what a mercy seat over the ark of 
the  
15:07  
covenant we'll talk about that in a moment genesis chapter 2 verse 24 says  
15:12  
therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife and they shall become 
one flesh let me ask  
15:19  
you a question why didn't he just create adam and eve together at the same time why didn't he 
just create him both independently why did he  
15:25  
create them as one and then separate them and then oh wow shoot that was a mistake you guys 
need to go back  
15:30  
together no there is prophecy built into all of this and if you've watched identity crisis  
15:36  
you know this in great detail is that man adam is is uh a red man  
15:42  



from the earth from the dirt divine blood adam and  
15:47  
he's created male and female just as yahweh is because all of israel is is bent is bent  
15:55  
as one is looked at as one people of god one kingdom but then at some point in  
16:01  
time the 12 tribes separate into two different kingdoms but at the end of  
16:06  
time they are prophesied to come back together as one new man of ephesians  
16:12  
chapter 2. that's what the one new man is all about that's what the two olive trees in ezekiel uh 37 
and romans  
16:18  
chapter 11 are all about is becoming one husband and wife is all about israel it  
16:25  
is prophecy that the two are separated they have no idea who they are at birth  
16:31  
they are they are destined and yahweh knows who your mate is going to be isn't it amazing that 
in even in  
16:38  
christianity which in this way has become extremely secular is that we  
16:44  
will trust the lord and pray deeply for god to show us every single part of our  
16:49  
life but when it comes to finding a mate we're gonna go find our own and we're gonna we're 
gonna basically date around and try everybody out until we figure  
16:55  
out who we like and who we don't like we say oh that one's most spiritual i think i'm gonna take 
that one and then you're miserable the rest of your life why  
17:03  
that you don't think that yahweh can't choose mates why is it that we have to search it all  
17:09  
where is it in the scriptures that we search for mates find it for me  
17:15  
i see abraham choosing one a a selection an option for isaac and  
17:22  
both of them have the option of choosing each other or not i see the father intimately involved in  
17:28  
making that choice do you think that that was accidental that abraham just sent the servant the 
shamash  
17:36  
yeah the the ruach hakadesh if you will into his people to from his own family  
17:42  
to find a wife or his son which represents yeshua do you really think that that was just an 
accidental oh that  
17:47  



was cultural or do you think that yahweh is sending us a incredible real word picture of how  
17:54  
he wants to find a wife for you and he uses spiritual authorities to do  
18:00  
that mom and dads who do you think has more wisdom to find a spouse for your son or your 
daughter you or them  
18:08  
that's right you why because you own the t-shirt you can tell them what it looks like and  
18:14  
what it's not supposed to look like you can see right through that love that puppy love and tell 
them  
18:20  
whether it's real or not you can see because you are outside of the situation  
18:25  
and that's the way that yahweh created it it's for you to be into million ball but in the secular 
culture today we  
18:31  
pretty much say the most important decision that a person could ever make it's your  
18:36  
choice son what you want to do are you kidding me it's your choice at the biggest decision  
18:44  
that they will ever make and you're not intimately involved we need to rethink this i could teach 
on this as a whole  
18:49  
another subject of how parents should be involved with their with their kids lives in this and kids 
should respect  
18:55  
the spiritual authority of their elders and their fathers if they are spiritual and if not they need to 
find one that's  
19:00  
spiritual that they can submit to because we're supposed to submit to one another get great 
counsel  
19:09  
from the elders does that make any kind of sense not a controlling counsel  
19:16  
and if they truly respect those that are that are over them in authority they should be in highly 
reserved if all of  
19:23  
their counsel says no they should submit to that because abba chooses to speak  
19:28  
through those that are in authority all right that's a whole other topic so let's continue  
19:34  
marriage is a picture of trying to get back to the garden so where i was going with that is you 
have a husband out here  
19:40  



and you have a wife out here at birth they have no idea who they are and who they're going to 
marry no different than the southern kingdom of  
19:46  
judah has no idea anything about the northern kingdom of freya they're completely separated but 
at the end of  
19:52  
time somehow some way the father allows them to come together get to know each other through 
a common ground and they  
19:58  
become as one when that happens you are literally and  
20:04  
figurative figuratively you are in an unbelievable spiritual way  
20:11  
painting the picture of what the garden's supposed to look like to your children when a husband 
and wife love  
20:17  
each other the way that yahweh does it is like they are unrolling the scroll  
20:23  
in letting the children read the true word of yahweh and then closing it back  
20:28  
up and protecting them that is the way that a relationship is supposed to read now this first uh 
part  
20:35  
in the series i will tell you is very very basic it's going to build into this evening as i get more 
into the meat and  
20:42  
more we will end with very very practical ways that will change i  
20:47  
guarantee it because it changed my life sometimes it is the smallest instruction  
20:53  
or idea that will radically change the course of the way that you relate to one  
20:58  
another so i'm excited to get to that history of man here we go the father created the environment 
for adam and eve  
21:04  
first pretty simple then they were put into that environment  
21:10  
then he gave them instructions and hebrew that word is torah don't eat the knowledge  
21:16  
of good and evil eat of the other tree  
21:21  
they broke the instructions which then separated them from their creator and cursed all future 
generations adam and  
21:27  
eve i'm sure will be the most popular people in heaven  
21:33  



they will be living in a fortress i'm sure  
21:38  
a plan was set in place to redeem them history of israel a place was prepared  
21:45  
for israel called canaan they were given instructions they were placed in the land  
21:52  
they broke the torah which separated them from god captivity and divorce of the northern 
kingdom  
21:58  
and then a plan was set in place to redeem them from the nations and bring them back to the 
place that was originally prepared see how it never  
22:04  
changes the pattern's the same the formula is the same it's just different people different 
circumstances and what was that plan of course it's  
22:11  
yeshua salvation his plan to redeem is yeshua so here is where i'm going with  
22:17  
all this i want to set and forth the place of the formula i work with so many marriages and and a  
22:23  
lot of people just said what's the answer just give me the formula and other people say you know 
life is not a formula say oh yes it is  
22:30  
all of life is formulas because all of life is made up of molecular structures and all of it is highly  
22:37  
highly formulated there's nothing that yahweh created that's just abstract  
22:42  
everything has an explanation and a reason and a mathematical point to it  
22:48  
maybe we don't know it yet as human beings science is discovering those things but everything's 
a formula so the  
22:53  
bible's actually a formula as well it's very simple i'll prove it to you mount sinai he says keep my 
commandments you're blessed don't you're cursed  
22:59  
that's called a formula so the formula if you have issues in your life if you are in bondage you're  
23:05  
in your captivity and maybe you're you feel like you're in bondage or captivity in your own home 
then the answer is the  
23:12  
same it is salvation you already know that you need to be saved you need to be saved from your 
situation maybe not  
23:18  
spiritually you're already saved but you need to be saved from your situation maybe it's a bad 
characteristic that you keep  
23:23  



having to deal with you need to be saved from that situation that characteristic that color you 
can't seem to get that  
23:28  
color out of you that addiction whatever it is whatever that sin is the answer is yeshua what i'm 
going to do is unpack  
23:34  
for you in the next four hours what that means what is yeshua what is salvation how do  
23:41  
we really get into that over these next couple of teachings because it's easy to say yeshua is my  
23:48  
answer but what does that mean practically  
23:53  
everything starts with instructions everything you want to tell your children uh you want their 
room clean first you have to tell them but once you  
23:59  
tell them and you give them instructions on how to do it then what you really want them to do is 
make sure that they do it with the right attitude right so  
24:06  
it's all together everything we do is is it's torah and spirit law and grace it's all together  
24:12  
here we go so let's start with instructions the word torah let's give you a little uh hebrew lesson 
here  
24:17  
tav resh and hey okay reason why we don't say yeah they is because uh uh  
24:24  
originally it was pronounced the var was wa okay so it was actually tab  
24:29  
and hey but for today in modern hebrews it's vav and going back over a thousand years so let's 
take a  
24:35  
look at it in hebrew is the last letter in the hebrew  
24:40  
alphabet and it is in the form of a cross okay and it's uh in our vocabulary today  
24:47  
the x marks the spot it means covenant okay to cut it means to cut a covenant  
24:54  
vove is nail or to connect through a nail a reish is  
24:59  
the head so rosh is the head rosh hashanah the head of  
25:05  
the new year and hey is revealed or revelation and so torah  
25:11  
well you can see the pictures there by the way is uh uh  
25:16  
i don't know if i go into this so i'll just tell you right now it is the covenant of the nail  
25:22  



is the head of revelation or the head revealed the covenant of the nail or the nail  
25:30  
covenant is the head that's revealed backwards watch this because hebrews backwards so  
25:36  
which it should work front and backwards revealed is the head of the nail  
25:41  
covenant who is who is the head of the nail covenant that's been revealed  
25:48  
yeshua which means salvation so the answers to all of life are found in the  
25:54  
torah because the torah is yeshua concealed  
26:00  
in the british the british the torah is yeshua  
26:05  
revealed okay concealed in the tanakh revealed in the  
26:10  
brit hadashah so let's move into the numbers part of the torah tav in hebrew is number 400  
26:17  
vob is the is the number six because uh the letters and the numbers are are are connected race is 
the number 200 and hey  
26:24  
is the number five so if we actually add up the numbers that actually make up the  
26:30  
individual letters of torah what do you get 611. i've taught this before in  
26:36  
different parts the problem is is we have 613 commandments so are we missing  
26:43  
a couple no we're not missing a couple because  
26:48  
the bible says that the 611 hang off of the top two  
26:54  
and so love the lord you got with all your heart mind soul and strength and love your neighbor as 
yourself is so  
27:00  
unbelievably important it is separate from the actual  
27:06  
torah it's so high remember i was talking about earlier that some of the torah commandments are  
27:13  
given because of man's sin polygamy laws  
27:19  
slavery laws uh divorce laws he hates all of those  
27:25  
things so he had to actually give instructions because of the cultures were so sinful  
27:32  
or man would not survive but loving yahweh and loving your  
27:37  



neighbor supersedes mankind period so it's higher than the rest of the  
27:43  
torah that's why he says all yeshua says all in the gospels of the torah hang off  
27:49  
of these two commandments what we're going to be talking about this this weekend what we're 
going to be  
27:54  
talking about in this series could going in a million different directions and teaching all these 
deep things and yeah  
28:00  
and i said father are you serious you want me to talk about this and he says jim my people are 
dying in  
28:07  
relationships because they don't understand the first two  
28:12  
why go into anything else why start at the bottom let's start at the top and that way everything 
that we do from  
28:18  
there will make much more sense and we'll get credit for it we want to be blessed by abba do we 
not let's start in  
28:24  
the beginning loving him and loving our neighbor all of the prophets all the law and the prophets 
hang on these two commandments  
28:31  
matthew 22 40. yeshua is the torah john 1 1 in the beginning was the word and  
28:36  
the word was with god and the word was elohim  
28:42  
so here we go the breakdown of israel and the family is directly related to the removing of the 
instructions  
28:49  
whether gods or the family torah did you know that men your wives have a torah of  
28:55  
their own if you don't know that that is your problem right there end of story you can  
29:01  
skip the other two parts of the series you need to understand that we have taurus built into our 
own home  
29:10  
mine is i have to take the trash out on thursday morning  
29:15  
if i don't keep that torah i will know it thursday afternoon  
29:23  
we all have different instructions and different parts and different responsibilities that we have to 
keep if  
29:28  
one person in my personal house a family of eight does not keep their particular  



29:33  
part of the torah the whole household becomes  
29:38  
crippled one of the responsibilities of one of my daughters is to do the dishes if she doesn't do the 
dishes that is a  
29:45  
huge huge problem in our house with eight people that's a big  
29:52  
problem if someone doesn't take out the trash it's a big problem do you understand why paul says 
that every  
29:58  
single member of the body is critical because every one of you are like individual teeth on a on a 
on a gear  
30:06  
if you take one you say oh there's 56 teeth and a gear take out one you don't need it  
30:14  
just take out one and you know what you won't even feel it for a while  
30:19  
then what happens the teeth on either side of the missing tooth  
30:25  
will start to take up the responsibility of the missing one and become wear down faster  
30:32  
it'll become wore down faster pretty soon what happens to those teeth they break  
30:37  
so now we're missing three teeth and now you have a wheel that's turning and it's  
30:42  
skipping and it's every part of the teeth you see if every tooth is there there's hardly  
30:48  
any pressure at all on the teeth but you start taking out members of the body  
30:53  
and their talents and their giftings from the body and you start relying on one individual or a few 
individuals they  
30:59  
take the brunt of load and guess what happens they get wore out and they break  
31:08  
sometimes they sin because they just can't take all the weight and the pressure that's  
31:14  
on them this is why the body says do not neglect the meeting together and being a part of the 
body mishpaka do not be an  
31:21  
independent hebrew contractor if at all possible within your grasp do whatever it takes  
31:27  
to be a part of a body and be accountable and inside using your gifts the way the father has called 
you to you  
31:33  
why because you might not even realize that what your part to play and maybe  



31:39  
it's just that you said hello to someone and it saved their life because that  
31:45  
afternoon they were going to walk out the doors of their high school and commit suicide and 
they had a gun  
31:52  
and a bullet ready in their car and the quarterback of the high school team opened the door for 
her on her way out  
31:59  
of class it impacted her so greatly he didn't even know what he did  
32:04  
she took the bullet wrapped it in a napkin found his class and put it on his desk and he opened it 
up and it read you  
32:11  
saved my life you don't know the impact that's a true story by the way you don't know the  
32:17  
impact that you have inside the body be a part of the body  
32:23  
use your gifts if anything love on someone because you don't know where they're at you don't  
32:28  
know what they're going through so they're mean and cranky get over it you were mean and 
cranky probably two weeks ago  
32:35  
and everyone else had to put up with it we all have those days do we not why is  
32:42  
it that we are so mean to one another sometimes we don't know what people are going through  
32:48  
the breakdown of the family is always directly related to the removing or the denying or the 
breaking of some  
32:55  
instruction so if we keep instruction high and we understand that all instructions related  
33:02  
to the love of yahweh and the love of his bride then everything works  
33:09  
in very very short you can turn this whole series off if you understand this next comment in this  
33:14  
next statement that i'm going to make if you want to have an unbelievable relationship with your 
spouse what you need to do is simply die for your bride  
33:24  
and you'll live don't die for your bride and you'll be the most miserable person in the world  
33:30  
because you'll be living under a curse before yeshua came the bride and husband the curse is 
there  
33:38  
yeshua decided okay we got a problem our relationship's messed up but what i'm  
33:44  



going to do is i'm going to connect us back together and how am i going to do that i i'm going to 
prove to her that  
33:52  
she's wrong that is the number one way is to prove  
33:57  
your wife wrong and everything will be just fine right how much does that work  
34:05  
why is it that is the first thing that we do if i'm gonna prove the other all i gotta do if i prove that 
other person wrong  
34:11  
then they'll come to my side and everybody be happy if they just knew that i was right to begin 
with  
34:17  
we wouldn't have this issue no yeshua knew that the bride was wrong  
34:23  
she's the one that sinned bride not being feminine but us in general  
34:29  
so what he decided to do is he uh he couldn't he doesn't want to go in logic so he broke the chain 
and the cycle of  
34:36  
death and curse by simply humbling himself even to the death on a cross and  
34:42  
when he absorbed her sin new life came and she was awakened  
34:51  
to see what he's been trying to say all along and that works both ways you want your husband to 
see things because we  
34:57  
are blockheads and we're blind die  
35:03  
we'll talk about that more be humble so first things first the  
35:08  
standard for marriage is the whole council of yahweh  
35:14  
number one marriage verse in the bible ready for this 1st john chapter 5 verse 2  
35:20  
says this by this we know that we love the children of god  
35:26  
when we love yahweh and keep his commandments for this is the love of god that we keep  
35:32  
his commandments and his commandments are not burdensome you might say wait a minute 
that's that is you you have a whole book called the  
35:38  
song of solomon you could have chose to have the number one marriage verse in the entire bible 
wouldn't that be  
35:44  
fantastic to know that the the number one verse in the entire bible on marriage is uh is not  



35:51  
anything that you think because we just demonstrated that all problems in relationship can go 
back to  
35:58  
the fact that mankind loves breaking instructions and yahweh god created a  
36:04  
simple formula if you cross the railroad tracks when the thing is down you're probably going to 
get hit by a train if  
36:11  
you don't stop at the stop sign because you think the little white board or someone told you 
means it's optional you're probably going to get hit by a  
36:17  
car if you go through a red light you're probably going to get killed if you break a commandment 
you're probably  
36:24  
going to have a curse put on you so it's phenomenal that mankind has come  
36:31  
up with the idea that for the first four thousand years yahweh told his people keep my 
commandments should be blessed keep my commandments you'll be blessed  
36:37  
if you just color within the lines you children you will be blessed i will put your little paper on 
my refrigerator  
36:44  
and then all of a sudden somehow yeshua dies and mankind reverses it and says if you keep his 
commandments you're cursed  
36:54  
so what are they doing in the analogy of the kindergartner they take the picture turn it over and 
hassetan says draw your  
37:00  
own lines and now we have 38 000 denominations of  
37:05  
christianity because everyone is doing whatever's right in their own eyes there's no boundary 
stones there's no  
37:13  
lines to even color within there's only a few basic principles that we all stay within and  
37:18  
uh and outside of that it's pretty much you know hey whatever you want to do i'm tolerance is the 
way to go today  
37:25  
i tolerate you you tolerate me so it means whatever i do it doesn't impact you that goes back to 
the to the  
37:32  
then you're creating a theology that none of us are connected then you're creating a theology to 
say  
37:37  
there's no such thing as gears or teeth on the gears that your tooth can be three inches and  



37:44  
my tooth can be one inch and then somehow all the gears are just supposed to work together and 
we wonder why the  
37:49  
church of yahweh the ecclesia the kahal the assembly is splintered dissected and everyone is 
independent  
37:56  
doing whatever they want because why i would too if none of the gears are in the and the teeth 
have any kind of  
38:02  
standardization then there is massive friction why because everyone wants to start with  
38:08  
the molecular structure of the gear instead of actually saying oh the gear is supposed to be round 
wow  
38:16  
starting with the overall encompassing first law of creating a gear is it's  
38:21  
supposed to be round that's the first commandment love the lord you got with all your heart mind  
38:27  
soul and strength the second commandment is that all the teeth are supposed to be connected to 
the hub to con together in unity that's  
38:35  
love your neighbor as yourself respect your neighbor on one side and on the other but 
recognizing that you're all  
38:41  
connected to the central hub which is the instruction manual of yahweh and so when one tooth 
gets out of line you say  
38:47  
oh no pal stay here i need you and if you don't want to submit to those  
38:53  
on either side of you then they're going to bring you to the center hub those that are in charge 
that yahweh puts in  
38:58  
charge over the particular assembly because you have agreed to the standardization and the 
instructions in  
39:03  
the manual that you promised to stay in the lines and color within the lines  
39:09  
do you understand what i'm saying is this making any kind of sense relationships are built on a 
standard so  
39:15  
that's why i believe that this verse right here is probably in my opinion the number one marriage 
verse in the bible  
39:21  
because if we forget this all of our relationships married or unmarried will fall apart  
39:27  



if you have something that somebody that's extremely sensitive person it's probably not a good 
idea to talk about  
39:33  
their weight or whatever the issue might be  
39:40  
my daughter one of my daughters is extremely sensitive about blood so i took her hunting last 
year  
39:49  
this is where i found out that she's extremely sensitive about blood because uh she was okay with 
killing a  
39:55  
big buck but when it came to cleaning it not so much she almost passed out  
40:01  
as i saw her over there going like this holding her ears and kind of almost getting ready to fall 
over and i  
40:07  
realized there's a sensitivity there that i did not know about because i didn't totally understand her 
torah  
40:13  
built into her and i was disrespecting unintentionally her torah and it was  
40:19  
causing her physical structure to disintegrate  
40:24  
did you know that you can hurt someone's feelings and not know it did you know that you could 
absolutely offend the great king of isaac the god  
40:33  
of abraham isaac and jacob and not know it every time we choose to transgress  
40:40  
the commandments of god we are not loving him according to the bible because it says the next 
verse  
40:46  
right after this for this is the love of god that you keep his commandments because jacob said  
40:51  
yaakov james says in his own book that you prove your love by doing show me  
40:56  
faith without works i'll show you my faith by what i do why because he understands that the 
torah the front of  
41:02  
the book says the only way to love god with all your heart mind soul and strength is to keep his 
commandments  
41:07  
draw within color within the lines that he put in place and he says they're forever amen all  
41:14  
right so ultimately this is why i believe this verse is the most important marriage verse because in 
the actual  
41:20  



hebrew this is what it says by this we know that we love our wife when we love our wife and 
keep her  
41:26  
commandments for this is the love of our wife that we keep her commandments and her 
commandments are not negotiable  
41:37  
the lord showed me that deep in meditation one day and i learned very quickly you laugh  
41:43  
because it's so true it's so true when a wife makes a commandment when a  
41:48  
husband makes a commandment it for some reason can be uh trumped i'm not sure how that 
works in the real law of world  
41:54  
but when a wife makes a commandment it cannot be negotiable and i say that in jest but there is 
a  
42:00  
respect issue and problem with respect and honor and we don't know the difference  
42:06  
we don't even understand the difference between respect and honor what does it mean to lead and 
what does it mean to be  
42:12  
the help mate i've said it before i've said it this afternoon that in the garden the scriptures make it 
really clear that  
42:18  
adam was created and then eve was created as a help meet for adam which means by default that 
man needs help  
42:26  
because man would not need help if he didn't need help yahweh would not have created a help 
meet  
42:31  
which means that there is a respecter of persons that we really truly understand  
42:37  
that is the key to our cog to our gear if you will is  
42:43  
the wife the wife is the help meet of the husband and in the next session  
42:48  
we're going to explain what that looks like in real life the rib genesis 2 22 then the rib which  
42:56  
lord god had taken from man he made him to a woman and he brought her to the man  
43:02  
the same exact word as i said earlier the same exact word is used when it says the sides of the ark 
of the covenant the  
43:08  
word hebrew word side there is the same exact hebrew word for rib that he took out of the side of 
adam showing us that  
43:15  



the torah is written on your heart which is encompassed by the sides the rib cage  
43:22  
of god so in the ancient temple in the tabernacle in the wilderness the sides of the ark of the  
43:27  
covenant are the rib cage what's inside the ark of the covenant is the heart of god and heart is 
spelled lament and bait  
43:36  
and so the uh the the first letter in your hebrew bible is bait and the very  
43:41  
last letter of the torah islamid and since hebrew is read left right to left lament and bait together 
is lev which  
43:48  
means heart the torah is the heart of god the instructions of the heart of god why is it the heart of 
god well i did  
43:55  
seriously let's do this i'm going to do this right now i'm going to pull out my bible pull out your 
bibles right now  
44:00  
real quick if you have a bible with you if not pull up your memory turn with me to psalm 119 
there's only  
44:09  
one man in the entire bible that has said to have the heart of god and who is it david david is said 
to have the heart of  
44:16  
god it's very fascinating because i believe there's a message there of why he has the heart of god 
and i believe it  
44:21  
as simple as he understood what's inside the cage he understood that the instructions of  
44:26  
god is the heart of yahweh and this is why he goes after it so out of 176 verses i believe yeah 176 
verses i want  
44:34  
someone to yell out any number 174 let's take a look at it 174 says i  
44:42  
long for your yeshua your salvation o yahweh and your torah is my delight  
44:48  
interesting how about another one oh you have to go to the other end of the spectrum  
44:55  
wow that's going to take a while all right so let's just go back here this is when a paper bible 
comes in  
45:02  
handy all right here we go 11 11 says this psalm 119  
45:09  
your word i have treasured in my heart that i may not sin against you your word  
45:19  
your word what's really interesting is i've memorized this one as a as a as a youth  



45:25  
uh psalm 119 9-11 my your word i've hidden in my how can a young man keep his way  
45:31  
up here by keeping it according thy word thy word i've hid in my heart that i'm not sent against 
you and never knew until i started studying the front of  
45:37  
the book that i my youth pastor misquoted that and taught me wrong from the very beginning he 
skipped an entire  
45:44  
verse that is not psalm 119 9-11 that's psalm 119 9 and 11. we'll listen to  
45:50  
verse 10. verse 9 says by keeping it according thy word with all my heart i have sought  
45:56  
after you do not let me wander from your commandments wonder why he left that one now  
46:02  
how about another one seven i should give thanks to you with  
46:08  
uprightness of heart when i learn your righteous judgments next 140 we go to psalm 119  
46:16  
verse 140 and says your word is very pure therefore your  
46:23  
servant loves it anybody see how about let's just pick one 142 your  
46:29  
righteousness is an everlasting righteousness and your torah is truth you could go on and on pick 
any verse that you want in the entire longest  
46:36  
chapter of the bible with the only gentleman that's called after god's own heart and you will 
discover why is  
46:42  
because his desire is to wake up in the morning and meditate on the torah day  
46:47  
and night why because it's a static document no because he understood that torah in hebrew is the 
nail covenant  
46:53  
revealed yeshua in salvation is built into the torah that's why yeshua said if  
46:58  
you understood the front of the book uh what moses wrote you would understand me but you 
clearly don't understand me  
47:04  
because you don't understand the instruction manual i am the boundary stones he who remains in 
me i remain in  
47:10  
him get it he is the boundary strong he is the fence that's why he says there's only  
47:15  
one eastern gate and he says i am the way the truth and the life how can he be the way the truth 
and the life and not  



47:21  
mohammed or or krishna or or buddha or all these other places because he  
47:27  
is the life he made it he is the torah and there's only one gate and it's  
47:32  
through him if krishna made the torah he could claim it but he's the word of god made flesh  
47:38  
he there's no other one there's no other way because there's only one salvation  
47:43  
and that word is yeshua ribcage ark of the covenant commandments  
47:49  
deep inside the laura the law jeremiah 31 31 torah written on your heart inside the holy of  
47:56  
holies we talk about jesus coming into our heart and living really what is happening  
48:02  
are you kidding me when do you see jesus walking through uh you know nazareth or galilee and 
saying  
48:08  
let me give you the gospel does anybody want to invite me into your heart i see that hand  
48:14  
you don't ever see that what he says is come take up your cross  
48:19  
and follow me what is he really saying  
48:25  
learn my heart learn my instructions  
48:30  
so the two become one this is amazing what an incredible word picture our god is so awesome 
can i get amen from that  
48:36  
watch this okay the ark of the covenant in hebrew is a male word  
48:43  
okay it is male and it's tense it's a it's a male  
48:50  
the mercy seat the gesid if you will guess what it is  
48:56  
it is female it is a feminine word all right just like ruach is feminine  
49:01  
so you have a male part to the ark of the covenant and a feminine part to the ark of the covenant 
guess which order  
49:08  
they're in isn't it very very amazing because if we look at this you'll actually see how  
49:14  
marriage is supposed to be put together the ark of the covenant itself is the foundational stone  
49:22  
that the mercy seat sits on inside of it is the instructions for the family  
49:29  



the torah is supposed to be actually written on the husband's heart and from his heart to his wife  
49:37  
through the holy place and to the rest of the world so the foundation and the torah is built  
49:43  
into the mail it's suppo he's supposed to be the rabbi the teacher of his house the king priest of his 
house  
49:51  
inside of the torah of the instructions that allow him to be a righteous  
49:56  
judge the amazing part is yahweh thought through this and thought oh because they  
50:02  
don't totally write my law on their heart they're not going to get it right which means that they're 
going to judge  
50:08  
harshly so what i'm going to do is i'm going to cover the ark of the covenant  
50:15  
with mercy and where is he sit on the mercy seat  
50:22  
so the judgment is below him which is where the river of life comes out of by the way which is 
where fire came out of  
50:28  
in the tanakh when nadab and abihu brought strange fire where do you think the fire comes from  
50:34  
it comes from the judgment underneath the seat but praise the lord through the blood of  
50:39  
yeshua the bible says this women are supposed to come together with  
50:45  
men and mercy and judgment become undistinguishable  
50:52  
they're identical because true judgment is mercy concealed  
51:00  
you see when i say the word judgment you're thinking of sending people to hell aren't you when i 
say the word judgment you're thinking of going to  
51:05  
prison when i say the word judgment you're thinking of something negative but that is not the 
true definition of  
51:11  
judgment judgment is discerning right from wrong  
51:16  
judgment is discerning whether to speak or not speak judgment is actually  
51:23  
mercy believe it or not when someone sins against me  
51:30  
they're wrong they hurt me doesn't matter whether they think so or whether they agree with me 
they're breaking my  
51:36  



heart they're breaking the torah by whatever they did they're breaking the  
51:41  
instructions the word of god i have a choice whether or not i am going to allow  
51:49  
death and the curse to come out from underneath me and judge them with the fire of god or am i 
going to allow the  
51:56  
mercy side of the what's underneath me the judgment to come out and consume  
52:01  
them and so i choose and hope to and many times i'm not very good at it but the  
52:08  
instruction is is that we are to have mercy you know why because there is such  
52:13  
a thing called the great white throne judgment and i'm pretty sure he's gonna not miss anything  
52:19  
so if he waits not just to the time that yeshua gets here but a thousand years after that to judge 
mankind who are we  
52:26  
to start judging them now you don't know where they're at you don't know what they're going 
through so  
52:32  
when someone sins your job is to lovingly go and correct rebuke and encourage with great  
52:37  
patience and careful instruction somehow we forget that because what we want to do is say 
you're breaking the torah  
52:43  
you're breaking the instructions you're in sin you're going to hell and then the mere fact that you 
say that  
52:49  
you're sinning because you have no right to judge your brother when you have a log in your eye  
52:56  
take out the log in your eye then you could see clearly and then you'll give mercy because those 
who see clearly recognize that they are  
53:03  
in no different of water than their neighbor we're all in hot water  
53:09  
without the messiah yeshua we are in big trouble praise the lord that the bible says in james 
chapter 2 13 for judgment  
53:15  
is without mercy to the one who has shown no mercy but mercy triumphs over  
53:21  
judgment if you really want to be successful in your life in relationships you must you  
53:28  
must you must absorb this concept a concept that has eluded jim staley for  
53:33  
38 years of his life because i can tell you what the  



53:39  
instruction book says i can tell you what it says from cover to cover but actually implementing 
that in a loving  
53:45  
merciful compassionate and kind and gentle way is something that has eluded me because why i 
have my head has been  
53:52  
inside the book and what yahweh wants me to do is sit on the throne with him and to sit on the  
53:59  
throne with him i must understand the mercy seat because a true judge knows when to let  
54:06  
it go and a true judge knows when not to let it go and if you have children you know  
54:11  
exactly what i'm talking about sometimes you judge and sometimes you let it go for instruction 
later  
54:19  
if you want a real quick i'm going to go over this this evening but a real quick way to absolutely 
remove issues from  
54:25  
your relationships is when you're offended say nothing wait  
54:32  
wait for the right time to have instructions because why instructions will then come  
54:38  
with no emotion uses emotion he cannot use the instructions of yahweh  
54:45  
so the only way to get into people's life and infect them is to do what get  
54:50  
into the emotional realm so if you don't have control of the emotional realm he will  
54:55  
and then he'll take the instructions of yahweh and pollute it to such a degree that you're feeding 
them the tree of  
55:01  
knowledge of good and evil and you don't even know and the poison continues because what 
they're going to do is get offended  
55:07  
at the way that you are coming to them not what you're saying you're feeding them knowledge of 
tree of  
55:13  
good and evil yahweh builds into your own body instructions on how to love one another  
55:20  
here's how the heart works here we go it's basically divided into two sections four quadrants the 
right atrium  
55:26  
and the left okay so the right side of your heart and the left side of your heart it is so fascinating 
because how  
55:32  



many know that your heart does this it's a big problem if it does this boop  
55:41  
because it's waiting for this it will not beat on one side until the other side beats  
55:49  
did you know when you have two oxens that are pulling a plow they're both actually leading but 
one of them is  
55:54  
actually leading just a half a beat in front of the other one one is a leading oxen and so the 
because they're yoked  
56:00  
together the one on the right or the left can feel just the slightest change in the in the  
56:08  
weight and they then that other oxen who's not leading actually can can lead in that  
56:14  
direction and it looks like one how many have seen an elderly couple out on a dance floor at a 
wedding reception  
56:20  
their eyes closed they're like one person i still to this day get fascinated and  
56:25  
look at their feet going there's no way there's no way i'll never forget this true story we were at a 
black gospel uh  
56:33  
uh roller skating rink me and my wife just love to roller skate i still do uh if we ever get a chance 
but it closed  
56:39  
down and uh we used to go there quite a bit and uh there was an older couple there  
56:45  
in their 60s and they were skating backwards husband holding the wife eyes closed  
56:52  
all we did was sit against the wall going wow as their skates went in inside out of  
56:58  
one another and they changed directions and floated in circles and it was like they were one 
person  
57:04  
and the holy spirit said that is marriage that is me and my bride that she is so  
57:11  
trusting me that she will let me hold her with my arms  
57:16  
my instruction manual and my love and she will be so consumed with me leading  
57:22  
that we will actually look like we're leading together you want to lead your friends to the messiah 
you want to lead your wife and your children to the  
57:28  
messiah then you need to understand and get close to the heart of the messiah because when you 
do the power of him  
57:34  



will come out and he will lead and you won't even know why you're doing or why so much life is 
happening but you will  
57:39  
be skating around the rink of life and you'll never have to open your eyes  
57:51  
so how does the heart work this is really cool here we go the right chamber of the  
57:57  
heart inhales the blood that is oxygen poor okay so the the blood goes out to  
58:02  
the body and it's red and it's fully vibrant with all the oxygen sales completely full of life life is 
in the  
58:08  
blood right we know that scientifically because oxy oxygen is taken to the cells  
58:14  
cells absorb the oxygen and they give them the toxins and the blood gives them the oxygen and 
then and that's what  
58:20  
brings new life they exchange it is a constant exchange of toxins life toxins life the whole body is 
full of taking in  
58:27  
life getting rid of toxins so the blood comes back and it's not quite so red  
58:32  
and it's uh oxygen depleted so the right chamber of the heart inhales the blood that's oxygen poor 
and  
58:39  
sends it out to the lungs for oxygen once it hits the lungs the lungs  
58:46  
you breathe in your that oxygen it gets goes into all the different parts of your lungs goes into the 
bloodstream and  
58:53  
then that blood goes back to the left side of the heart which in turn sends it out to the rest of the 
body  
59:01  
what's so amazing about that it just sounds like medical science but no it's marriage because he 
didn't have to create a heart  
59:07  
to have two sides he did not he could have just made it one pipe with  
59:13  
a filter and it would have been probably work but he decided to show us how a relationship 
between a husband and wife  
59:19  
works the continuous exchange of oxygen-rich  
59:24  
blood with oxygen poor blood is what keeps you alive according to the mayo clinic so here's how 
it works ladies  
59:31  



let's just go in reverse men your wife is the right side of your heart  
59:37  
you are the left side it's connected to the right side and left side of your brain as i will talk about 
in just a moment the right side of your heart is  
59:45  
what is the part of you your wife that absolutely recognizes when something's  
59:51  
wrong would you agree with me before you do she senses something's not right and sometimes 
that aggravates the crud out  
59:57  
of you because you just think everything's fine how many husbands come home from work and 
they just think everything's great  
1:00:03  
in the relationship as the wife is over there and she's she doesn't even acknowledge your 
existence when you walk in the door  
1:00:10  
and you're like honey how are you okay maybe she's deep in thought  
1:00:16  
not even recognizing that she's offended that's why she's not looking at you she recognizes 
something's wrong the left  
1:00:22  
side does not quite very good at that the right side absolutely everything  
1:00:27  
that happens in that home will run through the female first why mostly because they're there all 
the time but  
1:00:33  
because that's the way yahweh created them they have a sense on everything  
1:00:39  
men are like ropes we just go from one knot to the next like tug of war  
1:00:44  
women spiderweb something lands on their spiderweb five miles away they know it they're not 
sure  
1:00:50  
what it is but it's bugging them because they feel a vibration men we're like man i mean i'm one 
at a time  
1:00:56  
man just you want me to do something make me a list honey don't tell me to clean the house i 
won't even know where to start  
1:01:04  
my wife finally after 10 years understood i wasn't joking she thought i was just trying to get out  
1:01:09  
of things i come home one day i get a list she thinks that she's like aha i'm going to get him i'm 
like finally  
1:01:16  
it's like driving down the road you know i mean we pass people on a trip and i like we go to the 
bathroom with 14 kids  



1:01:22  
and you know hurry up there were people who i passed four hours ago they're catching up 
everything's a contest i want to check  
1:01:29  
things off my list men don't totally understand we are not all encompassing sensitive people 
women  
1:01:36  
are so the right side of the heart understands and recognizes there's oxygen depleted blood here's 
the biggest  
1:01:42  
problem that women make in their relationships women listen very carefully the biggest problem 
that you make is that you take the oxygen  
1:01:50  
depleted blood and you send it over to the left side of your heart and you shove it in his face and 
you are  
1:01:56  
breaking the torah of your side of the heart because the instructions for the right side of the heart 
is to recognize  
1:02:03  
it keep it to yourself for a moment and send it to the ruach hakadesh the wind of the spirit  
1:02:10  
until this you go to prayer in the spirit realm which is wind and ruach are  
1:02:15  
the same word so the bree the breath of life the same the shama that brought life  
1:02:21  
into adam unless you go to the spirit in prayer that husband is by definition of the law  
1:02:28  
of the human body required to reject it so if you want to know why your husband  
1:02:34  
is rejecting all the little things that you say there's a good possibility not a hundred percent of the 
time but a good  
1:02:40  
possibility that you're not sending it to the ruach  
1:02:46  
he does not know how to take oxygen depleted blood so he you say look at all these problems  
1:02:52  
he goes okay all right i agree  
1:03:00  
click go rams  
1:03:05  
wife says did you not hear anything i heard everything you said you tell me you want me to be a 
good listener i'm listening  
1:03:13  
are you done yet yes  
1:03:20  
he doesn't know what to do with the problems of life but you send it to the holy spirit and  



1:03:26  
you come back with oxygenated rich blood and he will fix every problem that  
1:03:31  
you've ever had and you know what happens when that oxygen-rich blood comes back  
1:03:37  
he does his thing if he's inside a body and he's been taught what his torah is he will send it out to 
the rest of the  
1:03:43  
body because that's what you are you're the rest of the body  
1:03:49  
some of you have no idea how many profound statements that you think that i make that came 
from the right side of my heart  
1:03:55  
i'll lay in bed at night at one o'clock in the morning and my wife will make a comment on 
something i'm studying or whatever and i'll be like you don't even  
1:04:02  
know what you're saying i'm not even going to tell you what you're saying because i'm going to 
steal it  
1:04:13  
and the left side takes all the credit for but the right side is the one that provided the oxygen men 
here's the rule  
1:04:19  
for you recognize that your wife is as close to the holy spirit as you will ever get  
1:04:25  
the holy spirit's job is to do what point out all of your faults  
1:04:30  
so when she starts doing that it ain't her fault yahweh made her that way  
1:04:36  
you call it nagging and complain it he calls it conviction  
1:04:41  
as i haven't been i'm married for 16 years and i don't think i can count on one hand how many 
times my wife has been  
1:04:47  
wrong days go by and arguments when will i learn my lesson  
1:04:53  
99 chance i'm gonna be wrong i might as well just admit it because even if it's one percent i 
probably deserve it for  
1:04:58  
something she doesn't know anyway  
1:05:04  
let's get to the brain almost finished right and left side of the brain here we go we know this from  
1:05:09  
science the left side of the brain is very analytical very logical it's language centered it's a very 
uh uh  
1:05:19  
in a cubicle very analytical very mathematical  



1:05:24  
men tend to be very black and white they tend to generically fall on the left  
1:05:29  
side not everyone this is generics there's a lot of women that are very left brain but but on the 
spiritual realm  
1:05:38  
they are all right brain and i'll talk about that in just a second but generically men are more left 
brain  
1:05:44  
women are more right brain go figure because the right side of the heart is connected to the right 
side of the brain  
1:05:50  
as far as the spiritual connections that we're making here's a better picture for all you right brain 
people  
1:05:55  
see left brain people go oh yeah okay i get it i understand that right brain people go that is the 
dumbest ugly picture i ever seen in my life and  
1:06:02  
it kind of looks like a rag sitting on someone's head the right brain people they go oh now  
1:06:07  
we're talking we got color we got pictures because this is what right brain people  
1:06:13  
are they're very abstract they're very they're very uh artistic they're very open they're very uh uh 
instantaneous  
1:06:20  
they they can just uh impromptu do things very creative people you see the  
1:06:26  
guy out there he's uh you know flying a kite yeah while the left brain people are all working 
away in their cubicles  
1:06:33  
the left brain without the right brain is the most boring meanest place that you can be  
1:06:40  
how many enjoy working in a cubicle nobody raising their hand  
1:06:45  
but life is fun when you're out in the field but the problem is if you stay in the field for so long 
you're going to get hungry you need something to eat you  
1:06:51  
better go back to the cubicle so they work hand in hand the left brain and the right brain  
1:06:57  
same as the right side of the heart and the left side of the heart why is it that he made it that way 
it's all about  
1:07:03  
the houses of israel the northern house and the southern house they're two completely 
independent kingdoms but if  
1:07:10  



you follow them all the way down i don't know what the scientific term the doctor can tell you 
but the very part where it  
1:07:16  
comes together it is one you can't tell the difference at the base until it comes out and it becomes  
1:07:22  
two completely different lobes connected at one root that runs down to the nervous system 
through your spine  
1:07:30  
is it possible to have a blocked artery and not know it absolutely some of your relationships right 
now i  
1:07:36  
don't even have to ask the question you know you have a blocked artery you know that there is 
life somehow not getting  
1:07:42  
into your marriage into your relationship maybe you have a friend that you have a a a problem 
with  
1:07:49  
this last part of this section is going to teach you the very basics of how to start having good 
relationships is  
1:07:56  
recognizing that you have a blocked artery you already know that there's a problem what we 
don't know is the solution  
1:08:03  
so let's talk about solutions spiritually before we move into a used  
1:08:08  
house what do we do got to clean it one of the biggest problems that we have  
1:08:13  
in marriage is we're going into marriage with all kinds of baggage some of it's hidden baggage 
you told your wife i only got two bags you got  
1:08:19  
four of them hanging off your back can't do that  
1:08:24  
you got to know what the baggage is because if we don't know what the baggage is we can't 
clean it that's why you go through an airport and it's a  
1:08:29  
biblical concept every time you go everywhere you should be looking for yahweh to speak to 
you you can't go through an airport without being  
1:08:35  
screened in the same way you can't join with your spouse without being screened she needs  
1:08:41  
to know what's going on in your life and what's in the past you say oh what's in the past in the 
past really then why does it seem to keep coming up  
1:08:50  
past will be the past once it's there and dealt with so here we go isaiah 1 16 says wash yourselves 
make yourselves  
1:08:55  



clean put away the evil of your doings from before my eyes cease to do evil  
1:09:00  
mark 140 says now a leper came to him imploring him kneeling down to him and saying to him 
if you are willing you can  
1:09:06  
make me clean everything is about clean we've got to be clean how do we get clean you'll solve 
half the problems in  
1:09:12  
your marriage if you go through the steps that i'm going to talk to you about in just a few minutes 
this is fascinating you know what this  
1:09:18  
is that's a car very good cleaning itself don't see that every day  
1:09:25  
cleaning a house cleaning a car cleaning an apartment complex you name it every  
1:09:31  
part-time part of cleaning in the world is systematic if it's on a  
1:09:36  
professional level we know exactly how to clean things which chemicals to use and how to use 
them  
1:09:43  
there's not anything that happens in your life that's not systematic but for some reason marriage 
is the most  
1:09:48  
abstract shot in the dark get a shotgun throw it up against the wall see whatever sticks  
1:09:54  
there's no system so i've talked to you about is i'm going to give you a potential system that 
works for me  
1:10:02  
hopefully it will work for you even the temple did you know that there was systematic cleaning  
1:10:09  
they had a checklist of exactly how it's supposed to be cleaned you can't just go in there and say 
oh  
1:10:14  
let's get them up and mop the walls everything had its own system so why is it  
1:10:20  
our own temples we have no cleaning system how do you clean your temple just asking god to 
forgive you  
1:10:26  
that's ladies and gentlemen that's one side of the sword but you have to do something different  
1:10:32  
how many times my wife told me in our marriage the gym you know i'm not really interested in 
you telling me you're  
1:10:37  
sorry come on let's just be real husbands your wife wants you to do  
1:10:44  
something different quit making the same mistakes so it all goes back to cleaning  



1:10:50  
let's figure out how to clean our temple here's some three different kinds of cleanses okay first of 
all number one  
1:10:56  
there's a spiritual cleanse what is that i'll talk about in a moment number two there's a physical 
cleanse  
1:11:03  
what are you talking about a physical cleanse oh yes they're all connected number three your  
1:11:08  
soul your mind will and emotions every single one of these carry a  
1:11:13  
frequency a vibratory rate that affects the way that you relate to one another  
1:11:18  
and to him if you clean one and leave the other two dirty it's like turning off two out of  
1:11:24  
the three cylinders in your car if you have three cylinder car never heard of one but if it is just 
pretend  
1:11:31  
so let's talk about the spiritual first of all here we go fasting the bible says about fasting that it  
1:11:38  
causes you to die and it breaks the bonds of wickedness in your life it doesn't heal one single cell 
in your  
1:11:44  
body on a physical level could but that's not what's designed for it's caused to humble yourself  
1:11:50  
praying goes right along with fasting that happens during yom kippur is the highest holy day of 
the year as we're moving into even now teshuva repentance  
1:11:58  
returning that means you're doing something different deliverance from unclean spirits don't  
1:12:04  
believe in them then you probably haven't read the new testament lately over 95 of the  
1:12:10  
miracles that yeshua did relating to a human being and healing them there was a demon that was 
connected to it you may  
1:12:15  
not like it neither do i but that is just the facts unclean spirits are in a dimension that  
1:12:20  
we cannot see and they affect you far more than you could possibly imagine if you would like 
more information on  
1:12:26  
that i encourage you to get the great deception i go into probably three hours of teaching on that 
subject alone  
1:12:32  
teaching what the unclean spirits do how to get rid of them in your life and and how they how 
how does even sin come  
1:12:39  



about why why do you get tempted so much and so on and so forth closing doors open through 
generational  
1:12:45  
curses or trauma or personal sin we got to figure that out some of you are born we all know we're 
born into sin because  
1:12:50  
adam at summer you were born crippled because of what your parents did is passed on to you a 
physical example of  
1:12:56  
that is a mom who's addicted to cocaine her baby is addicted to cocaine it's not  
1:13:02  
fair that the baby's you have to cleanse the baby before he can or she can be a  
1:13:07  
viable human being that would be operational and worth something to society  
1:13:13  
same thing in the spiritual realm you are born with more just the sinful curse if you have parents 
that have i see this  
1:13:19  
every day i don't even have to read the bible for this because they sit on my couch and they tell 
me their stories and i go wow this  
1:13:25  
is the 15th time i've heard this story that mom and dad had this and now the son has this or the 
daughter has this  
1:13:32  
and they didn't even know their mom and dad had that until years and years and years later how 
did that happen  
1:13:38  
because there is a curse placed on the spiritual dna which ends up in the physical dna because it's 
all connected  
1:13:45  
you have to break the bible even talks about generational curses even to the third and fourth 
generation  
1:13:51  
there's a physical cleanse you say well jim you know why uh for instance you know i'm i've just 
finished  
1:13:57  
a 21 day cleanse on my body i've never done a cleanse in my life why because i love food and i  
1:14:02  
protest cleanses cleanse means eating healthy  
1:14:09  
now abba said wait a minute jim you can't you don't understand how i made you i didn't make 
you greek three  
1:14:15  
different compartments your flesh your soul and your spirit i did not make them  
1:14:21  
three they integrate they're connected their frequencies are connected this is  



1:14:27  
why science has this thing called fibromyalgia you know what that really means  
1:14:32  
we don't know pain we don't have a clue where it's coming from pain but they're starting to 
figure  
1:14:39  
out that it's connected to emotions and most of them are women that have fibromyalgia because 
they are  
1:14:44  
treated so terribly by men that it embeds itself eventually because the emotional system is 
connected through a  
1:14:52  
an electric current if you will to the rest of your body and those electric currents mess with the 
physical dna and  
1:14:58  
ends up in pain that you don't know where it's coming from some of those you can trace back i 
was  
1:15:04  
in one meeting once with a woman had a three-year-old daughter that never  
1:15:10  
allowed her or her grandmother to ever hold her since she was like six months old she would 
scream almost from birth  
1:15:18  
that's strange don't you find that a little strange a baby who doesn't want to be held normally it's 
the opposite she goes into this uh  
1:15:24  
meeting and and having counseling about anger she knew she was angry she didn't know why 
and in  
1:15:30  
this moment she discovered completely didn't even realize it because i it's very possible to block 
things out of her  
1:15:37  
memory she was violated when she was eight years old by her father  
1:15:43  
so in that moment very big god moment she forgave her father had unbelievable  
1:15:49  
release of this curse of anger in her life her mom was was uh babysitting the  
1:15:55  
daughter at the time went home i think was 12 miles away or something like that it's kind of 
irrelevant it was in her  
1:16:00  
home she walks in the house the grandmother's crying and the daughter comes and runs and 
jumps in her mom's arms for the first time since she'd been  
1:16:07  
born practically mom's freaking out doesn't was something wrong  
1:16:12  



my you know grandma's crying and my daughter's jumping on my arms this doesn't happen so 
she's flipping out  
1:16:18  
until finally the grandma says uh you don't understand i've been holding her for the last two 
hours she just climbed up in my lap for the  
1:16:24  
first time broke grandma's heart first time she ever held her daughter her granddaughter guess 
what happened two hours earlier  
1:16:31  
mom was healed of this demonic curse on our life the spirit of anger how did that happen  
1:16:38  
in science world it's called quantum physics in yahweh's world it's called his  
1:16:44  
frequencies of mankind are all together whether you like it or not in a part of the body every one 
of you are connected  
1:16:50  
in a spiritual realm there's phys spiritual cleanses that we  
1:16:57  
need to make and there's also physical cleanses the changing of the diet eating only clean foods 
did you know every  
1:17:03  
single food has a vibratory resonance do you find it fascinating that at the  
1:17:08  
end of the day when yeshua cast out the demons where do they want to go into a pig  
1:17:15  
kind of makes you wonder what frequency a pig has that made those demons so comfortable to  
1:17:20  
go there they chose an unclean animal you don't think there was a goat or a lamb sitting there 
somewhere  
1:17:26  
they chose a herd of pigs exercise all those things create a  
1:17:31  
vitality that affect the spiritual realm we need to be aware of that i am  
1:17:36  
becoming more aware of it i cannot tell you over the last 25 days of my life during this cleanse i 
have had more  
1:17:42  
supernatural life-changing revelation than probably the rest of my life combined  
1:17:48  
because you know what happened to me during my 21 days i'll be completely candid with you 
for 38 years of my life like i said before i understood the  
1:17:55  
judgment of the law of god and discerning right from wrong but i never understood the mercy 
seat which means i never understood my wife  
1:18:02  
and i'll be totally open my chest to you right now in that 21 days the father said i'm  



1:18:09  
going to sit you in the corner you know what that corner happened to be  
1:18:14  
the mercy seat and he said feel this for a little while let me show you my love let me show you  
1:18:20  
the heart the side of the heart you're missing because you're you're off beat you know what you 
have  
1:18:26  
a heart murmur when your heart is outbeat guess what i have  
1:18:31  
since birth a heart murmur even in the physical structure of my body my father has been trying to 
teach  
1:18:39  
me since day one that i'm out of step with the other side of my heart  
1:18:46  
it is only through the physical cleanse that i i believe it's not coincidence my  
1:18:52  
everything about me has been heightened because i don't have any toxins that are holding me 
down  
1:18:58  
how many know when you're sick physically it's not real uh it's not the best time of day to be 
spiritual it's  
1:19:03  
hard to be spiritual when you're very very sick how about the soul the mind the will and  
1:19:08  
emotions those all need to be cleansed here's how you do it we need a full audit audit of our 
horizontal life your  
1:19:15  
soul your mind will your emotions are are two ways mainly they are go horizontal then they go 
vertical we need  
1:19:21  
to audit you want to figure out exactly where you're at in your spiritual life get out a pen and 
paper and on a scale  
1:19:27  
of one to ten audit yourself use your old high school standards of a through f love joy peace 
patience  
1:19:34  
kindness faithfulness gentleness and self-control how do we show love how do we handle 
conflict your character who  
1:19:41  
are we when no one is looking by the way you take the test and then you give it to your wife and 
see how drastically changed the answers will be  
1:19:48  
you want to find out how you really handle conflict ask someone that knows you really well  
1:19:54  
as you say i'm a 7 out of 10 and they say 7 1 maybe  



1:20:01  
we need to reprogram with biblical relationship truth do not be conformed to this world be 
transformed by what the  
1:20:07  
renewing of your mind that you may be approved prove what is good and acceptable in the 
perfect will of god romans chapter 12 verse 2 the only way  
1:20:14  
for you to truly wash the soul which is your mind will and emotions according to the scriptures is 
by the water of the  
1:20:21  
word and what was the word in the first century when there's no new testament hello the only 
instruction manual that timothy  
1:20:28  
in his book says paul says in the book of timothy all scripture is worthy for reproof and for  
1:20:34  
correction and walking in the ways of righteousness what scripture is he talking about ladies and 
gentlemen the scripture we talked about earlier the  
1:20:41  
instruction manual the torah through the faith of yeshua  
1:20:46  
audit everything starts with an audit my physical cleanse started with a scan  
1:20:51  
i realized i almost had diabetes why it didn't surprise me two weeks earlier the holy spirit was 
putting it heavily on my  
1:20:58  
heart that i was really sick and i didn't know it and every time i looked at a sweet or a  
1:21:04  
dessert i got convicted this is not a lie i even told my wife i'm going to cut back on desserts i'm 
feeling spiritually  
1:21:11  
convicted about it she crossed her eyes and said where is my husband what did you do with him  
1:21:18  
go figure two weeks later doctor shows up in my house and shows me that i'm i'm in a 75 
percentile for diabetes don't  
1:21:26  
tell me the physical and the spiritual aren't connected we need to be connected in every way and  
1:21:32  
we need to do audits on everything that's happening in life so the answer to solving your 
relationship problems  
1:21:37  
first admits that you have a problem second it's auditing this is all what we do and i have a series 
called the great  
1:21:43  
church audit what do i do i go through the entire church go through all the theologies audit them 
for what the bible really says because the only way to find  
1:21:49  



an answer is to realize that you that there's a problem you go to a doctor and what do you do you 
don't walk into a  
1:21:54  
doctor's office and just sit there what's he going to do he's going to give you a 500 question test 
about everything  
1:21:59  
that happened and what your dog's name when you were in junior high he doesn't know why well 
i don't even  
1:22:05  
know i don't even think he knows why that question's on there but somebody does originally 
every question has a reason why it's  
1:22:12  
there it's called an audit he needs to know everything about you so that he can properly give you 
the  
1:22:18  
diagnosis did you know that doctor and rabbi are the same root hebrew word  
1:22:24  
because they analyze they're able to rightly discern truth and then give you the prescription that's 
what rabbis do  
1:22:31  
that's what teachers do they rightly divide the word of god so when you go in for counseling a 
good teacher should  
1:22:37  
know the instruction manual the boundaries and go oh that's where they colored outside the lines 
here's what you need to do come back in this  
1:22:44  
direction how does it relate on a spirit on a physical level you and your  
1:22:49  
relationships you need to be sensitive to the person that's next to you and most likely it will be 
your spouse and  
1:22:55  
most likely if you have a good wife she will be on you like a hound dog  
1:23:02  
you know why because nobody else cares but her you walk out in public with your friends  
1:23:08  
with your zipper down and we're all going to make fun of you your wife will be the only one that 
will cover you and tell you that you have  
1:23:14  
your zipper down because nobody else cares like a wife  
1:23:20  
so it comes across as nagging but the reality is is that yahweh is speaking through the best friend 
that you've got  
1:23:27  
to try to influence you of the issues that you have the spirits that you have that maybe  
1:23:33  



it's generational that you need to get taken care of so literally when your wife starts going off on 
you  
1:23:40  
i want you to think of this word picture it is the warning light on your car it is the  
1:23:46  
check engine light blinking going on and off when your wife starts going off that's  
1:23:52  
the check engine light something's wrong with your engine you just don't know it because your 
your engine is going fine you're going right down the highway  
1:23:58  
everything seems to be fine there's nothing wrong with my engine then why is the light blinking 
because  
1:24:04  
the light is has it has a wire connected to it that you don't have that's connected to  
1:24:10  
every single system in your engine yahweh created your wife sometimes if  
1:24:16  
you're not married your friends around you your spiritual leaders to have a bead on every system 
that you have  
1:24:22  
if you don't heed the warning light you're just gonna instantly at some point bam end up on the 
side of the road  
1:24:30  
and then she's really going to be mad go camping and try sleeping outside of  
1:24:36  
your tent when there's packs of wolves your tent may only be paper thin but  
1:24:42  
somehow you feel safer on the inside not sure how that works  
1:24:48  
because it's built inside of us that safety is on the inside of a city  
1:24:54  
stay inside the instruction manual number two i want you to understand that your wife  
1:25:00  
gentlemen is the security alarm she is the transmission she is the check  
1:25:06  
engine light she is the one that is going to take her god-given gifts and she is going to  
1:25:12  
let you know that something is wrong she's going to show you a camera angle that you don't 
even know exists and  
1:25:19  
she's going to say burglar just came in spirit just came in generation of curse just came in you 
just sinned and didn't  
1:25:25  
even know it blink blink blink i don't know what to do except for complain because that's the 
way god told me to do it ah  
1:25:30  



hurry up do something do something bad things are gonna happen and the husband says be quiet 
you're driving me crazy out you key i'm trying  
1:25:37  
to watch the football game and then the whole house falls down and  
1:25:42  
the burglar steals everything inside the house and he wakes up one day after he turns off the tv 
and his wife is gone his children is gone and his dog is dead  
1:25:50  
and no way to get it back because it ain't a country song  
1:25:56  
last but not least the way to fix all of these things is to go through the cleanses that you need to 
get cleansed  
1:26:02  
your soul needs to be cleansed your mind your will and emotions do an audit i will give you the 
power points to this  
1:26:08  
go back by get the dvd and hit pause have your wife sit there and study these  
1:26:13  
things and grade you and don't get offended because she's not going to lie if anything she's going 
to give you an extra point just because she knows how  
1:26:19  
you are  
1:26:25  
our bodies need to be cleansed we need to quit being so american gluttony  
1:26:31  
eating whatever we want whenever we want five times a day you know your body i just found 
out yesterday from the doctor  
1:26:36  
that your colon is only designed to process cooked foods once a day raw foods twice a day  
1:26:43  
what do we do we feed it cooked processed steamed and charred  
1:26:49  
food three times a day sometimes four and your pancreas goes i don't know how to do this and it 
dies out early and so you have 40  
1:26:56  
year olds that have the body of a 70 year old amazing that you go across the seas to places that 
don't have mcdonald's  
1:27:03  
when your pipes are clogged it's because of the tradition and doctrines of men and typically 
unclean spirits you don't even know are there holy spirits there  
1:27:09  
so is the enemy he's right there so how to become clean first of all recognize the voice of your 
enemy recognize the  
1:27:14  
voice of your king know the difference the bible tells you what they are the only difference that 
that you can find  



1:27:20  
is whether or not the plain inside the sandbox if you hear a voice that has something that 
contradicts the boundary lines  
1:27:27  
that's when you know it's not him so we better know the word of god that's the only thing that's 
going to cleanse you number two take responsibility men grow  
1:27:33  
up take responsibility when you sin get on your knees and just admit it life gets over real fast 
how many times  
1:27:39  
as your wife told you this could have been over in five minutes if you just said you were sorry 
and  
1:27:44  
meant it but you got to argue for four and a half hours and then you miss your football game so 
just get it over with to begin with  
1:27:51  
number three repent it's a good idea number four renounce it some of you need some higher 
spiritual  
1:27:58  
counseling to renounce some of the generational curses and different things that are in your life  
1:28:03  
number five remove remove the sin from your life remove the temptation from your life become 
accountable with other  
1:28:09  
people they'll help rebuild your fence at the enemy broke through your fence because you weren't 
making sure that your fence was up and right uh find  
1:28:15  
someone to help you get your fence put back together then resist and he'll flee from excuse me 
he'll flee  
1:28:21  
from you number seven rejoice it's important for you to rejoice it's better to do that in a mish 
baka in  
1:28:27  
a public place or your family to get together and rejoice turn the tv off and turn the radio on and 
worship with your  
1:28:33  
kids with your spouse shoot worship with your goldfish i don't care just worship and rejoice  
1:28:40  
doctor will tell you this i don't know if this is true or not but i think i heard somewhere that that 
when you're happy you live longer when you laugh you  
1:28:47  
live longer i don't know how it works i don't laugh enough  
1:28:53  
unless i look in the mirror then it becomes really funny especially in the morning  
1:28:58  



free john 8 36 if the son therefore shall make you free you shall be free indeed understand the 
torah is your  
1:29:05  
instruction manual from genesis all the way to revelation the word of god was made flesh yeshua 
he is the rib cage his  
1:29:11  
lights as torah on your heart your wife is the mercy seat use both sides because the ark is 
worthless without the  
1:29:17  
feminine mercy seat that sits on the male ark of the covenant then we need to cleanse our 
systems amen  
1:29:25  
all right that's the very beginning i took probably a little more time than i should have but please 
stand with me and let's pray  
1:29:31  
[Music]  
1:29:37  
[Applause] [Music]  
1:29:46  
[Applause] [Music]  
1:29:54  
you 
 


